INDEX OF LAWS AND LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

**Content Regulation and Human Rights**

*No English translation*

- Australia’s “Sharing of Violent Abhorrent Material” Bill
  - p. 18, 19, 21, 22, 24

- Brazil’s Law on Liberty, Responsibility and Transparency on the Internet (Fake News Bill), 2020
  - p. 20, 21, 27
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  - p. 28

- U.S. EARN IT Act, 2020
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  - p. 10
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  - p. 10
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  - p. 14, 20

- EU Digital Services Act (DSA)
  - p. 24
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  - p. 10
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  - p. 18
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  - p. 12, 20, 26
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*No English translation*